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.AWARD

I have before me the November 26, 2007 grievance of Mr. Pat O 'Brien. Mr.

O'Brien holds the position of Systems Analyst at St. Lawrence College in Kingston,
Ontario. His grieva
nce alleges that his position has been improperly classified at
Payband J and seeks reclassifi cation to Payband K.

There were no objections with respect to my juri sdiction or to the arbitrability of
h e grieva
t
n ce.

Both parties fi led vcritten briefs prior to the hearing in accordance with the

collective agreement. In addition, the grievor and his supervisor, Mr. Peter Ellis,
Application Services Manager, testifi ed at the hearing.

included in the College's brief was an Arbitration Data Sheet setting out the

parties' respeetive positions. Although the document states that the grievor seeks

reclassifi cation at Payband K, the total points sought by the Union fall within Payband L.
The Union aclalowledged that such request goes beyond that set out in the grievance, and
it offered an explanation for t
he cha
nge in its position. Although the College asserts that
the Systems Analyst position is properly rated at Payba
n d J, it indicated that it does not in

the present circumstances object to my considering a
nd deciding the Union's request that
Payband L is the appropriate rating.

The pa
r ties agreed that any compensation owing as a result of this award would

be payable retroactive to Ma
rch 1 , 2007 notwithstanding article 1 8.4. 1 . 1 . of their
col lective agreement.

The Position Summary found in the Position Description Form ("the PDF") fi led
by the parlies describes tile grievor's position as follows :
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Provides high-level business and systems a
nalysis a
nd advice for the tri

campus Student Administration, Academic a
nd Financial College
Information systems. Responsible for troubleshooting complex system
issues a
nd problems, mentoring prograrmner-a
nalysts a
nd providing
leadership with
in the applications development tea
m . Responsible for the
maintena
nce of current systems, the analysis, design, development and
implementation ofnew batch a
nd on-line computer applications systems to

meet user requirements. Provides technical expertise on issues related to

the maintena
nce of ctm'ent systems, new development and implementation
of systems processes a
nd applications, in addition to documenting new

operational and user procedures.

The Duties a
nd Responsibilities of the Systems Analyst as summarized in the
PDF a
re as follows :

.

Pla
n s, coordinates and prioritizes multiple concurrent major work
assignments/projects based on stakeholder needs and conflicting
business deadlines. Consults, advises and works wit
h ma
nagers,
senior staf
f and exter
n al agencies in defining a
nd tra
n slating business
requirements into system requirements. Provides h
i gh-level guidance,

instruction and expertise to system users and members of the

development team, including progra
mmer-a
n alysts.
.

Provide expertise in all aspects of systems analysis. A
nalyze
administrative and academic issues i
n terms of applications, systems

programming and user and orgmfizational requirements. Resea
rch a
nd
investigate unfmni l iar situations and problems that are not well

defi ned, which may require the development of innovative a
nd

creative soh
i tions .
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Provides ERP system project leadersh
ip, coordinating a
nd pfioritizing
work assignnaents/projects based on stakeholder a
n d orga
nizational
requirements and confl icting business deadlines. Provides high-level
advice, information sha
ring and programming expertise at a senior

level

through

di rect

contact

with

end

reference/resea
rch and technical documentation.
,

clients.

Produces

Conducts application testing in support of upgrades & installations.

Institutes procedures/standards to maintain t
he integrity, security of
the applications enviromnents. Ensures quality of the system
docmn entation.

There was no dispute between the parties regarding the content of the PDF. The

rating of the following five factors is in issue: Analysis and Problem Solving,
Independence of Action, Service Delivery, Communication a
nd Physical Ef
fort.
ANALYSIS A
ND PROBLEM SOLVING

Tile College rated A
nalysis and Problem Solving at level 4, regular a
nd recurring

and level 5, occa
s ional. The Union seeks a rating of level 5, reg
ula
r and recurri
ng.
The parties agreed that analysis a
nd problem solving are significant features of the
Systems Analyst position. In Mr. Ellis' words, "analysis and problem solvi
ng is a short
description of what a Systems A
nalyst does. " This is evident f
rom the PDF.

It is also clear that the Systems A
nalyst per
forms analytical and problem solving
functions at a high level . Again, th
i s is amply reflected by the evidence adduced in the
hea
ring and by the PDF.

According to the Support Staf
f Job Evaluation Ma
nual ("the Manual"), level 4

situations and problems "a
re not readily identifi able and often require further

investigation a
n d research," while level 5 sit
u ations and problems are "complex and
mul ti-faceted a
n d symptoms a
re vague or incomplete." The Union asserted in its brief

that although "the initial challenges are presented to the employee in broad strokes," the

grievor must "explore not only the readily identifi able components of the issues and
provide solutions, but . . . go beyond that and determine t
he ramifi cations of these
development processes."

The Union addressed the examples set out in the PDF and urged me to conclude

ttmt the issues addressed by the Systems Analyst in the course of his duties are "complex
and multi- fhceted . " The Union' s representative noted that the level 4 factor definition

contemplates that f
u rther investigation mid research are only "oft en" required in order to
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identify a problem. In his submission, the level 5 definition suggests that investigation is
nvariably required and better describes the a
i
nalytical a
n d problem solvi
ng role of the
Systems Analyst.

The College suggested i
n its brief that the issues encountered by t
he grievor in h
te

course of his duties are "readily identifi able" and axe "usually brought forward to the

incumbent by ot
hers." Mr. Ellis acknowledged, however, that within certain pa
rameters,

the problems a
nd situations encountered by the grievor might be properly cha
racterized
as both complex a
nd multi-faeeted

I do not accept the College's suggestion that the sit
u ations a
nd problems with
which the Systems Analyst works a
re readily identifi able. Rat
her, it seems to me that

they are not readily identifi able and often require further investigation and resea
rch by the
grievor within the meaning of the level 4 factor def
i nition. The evidence established that

the grievor may be alerted by a system user of an issue to be addressed, but t
hat he

identifies or defi nes the problems based on investigation and resea
rch. By way of
example, the PDF speaks to the grievor's role in integrating external platforms mad
systems with the College' s Enterprise Resource Planning application infrastruct
u re.
According to the PDF, although enhanced and automated communications with financial

institutions is identifi ed and brought forward to the grievor as an objective by College
mmlagement, the grievor must "gain an extensive understanding of departmental
operations and business processes, along with assessing the compatibility of the

internal/external technologies involved" so as to define the situation or problem. In my

view, this a
n d other examples in the PDF a
mply reflect t
he need for the Systems Analyst
to investigate and research situations and problems that are not readily identifi able.
Allhough 1 am satisfi ed that the level 4 factor defi nition apl)ropriately descri bes the role
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of the Systems Analyst in identifying problems, I recognize t
h at the situations and

problems in issue may arguably also be described as "complex a
nd multi-faceted."
In determining the proper regular and recurring rating of this factor, however, I

must consider the factor def
initions as a whole, a
nd must apply the rating that best f
its

taking into account the definitions in their entirety. The Manual states in th
i s rega
rd that
"the entire def
inition needs to be assessed to ensure t
hat it appropriately f
its the
descr
iption contained with
in the PDF." (p. 5)

The Ma
nual distinguishes between levels 4 and 5 problem solution. Level 4

solutions "require the interpret
ation a
nd analysis of a range of information according to
established teclmiques a
nd/or pr
inciples." The Manual def
i nitions must be considered,
nd "established techniques a
a
nd
/or principles" is a term def
i ned as follows :

Recognized guidelines and
/or methods to accomplish a desired outcome.

Ca
n be defi
ned as a
n individualized way of using tools and following rules
in doing sometlfi ng; i
n professions, the term is used to mean a systematic

procedure to accomplish a t
a sk.

According to the Ma
nual, problem solving at level 5 requires "tile interpretation

and analysis of information within generally accepted principles. " "Generally accepted
pr
i nciples" a
r e def
i ned as follows:
More general statements o1' pa
r ameters used to describe tile desired
outcome. Can be def
i ned as the col lectivity of moral or ethical standa
rds
or judgements.

In the Union's submission, "est
ablished teeh
n iques and
/or pr
inciples" as
contemplated by the level 4 factor def
inition refer to departmental guidelines. The Union

accepted that the Systems Analyst does not analyze or solve problems through the use of
"ethical standards." It emphasized, however, that the grievor creates new processes and
customizes responses, a
nd that in doing so, nmst "go back to t
he procedures and theor
i es

taught to Systems Analysts" and use his general background, judgment, knowledge and
skills to resolve the problems he encou
nters. In the Union's submission, the grievor
thereby solves problems through the interpretation and a
nalysis of information "with
in
generally accepted principles" as def
i ned in t
h e Ma
nual.

The Un
ion referred to the PDF and of
fered a number of additional examples in

support of its argument. The Union's representative descr
ibed t
hat the Systems Analyst

inserts remarks when writing program code. He acknowledged that the requirement to
document rema
rks into code is an "established teehnique," but suggested that the proc
e ss
by which the g
rievor does so involves the application of "gener
a lly accepted prineiples."
The Union offered by way of analogy the requirement that a
n artist work on a canvas of
pre-determined dimensions. While the format in which the a
rtist works is established, tile

Union suggested that the artist' s work is nonetheless completed according to broader
"generally accepted principles. "

The College argued ill its bri ef that although solutions to problems encountered by
the Systems Analyst "general ly require f
ilrther resea
rch a
nd investigation," such research

is conducted "systematical ly according to technical/guidelines." The College suggested
that sources available to the Systems Ana
l yst include "existing systems and technical
documentation, vendor contacts, client feedback, (a
nd) online resources." Mr. Ellis

agreed that the grievor "builds solutions from the ground up" after receiving a "loose

description" from a system user. He acknowledged that the problem solving role in
translating user needs into computer programs involves much creativity, but suggested
that "established techniques and/or principles" form the basis upon wh
i ch imagination is
engaged and solutions are developed .
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The evidence before me establishes that the grievor is required to creatively

fashion responses to the situations he encounters. I recognize a
s well that in doing so, he
is "expected and encouraged to i
nitiate new techniques and standards," a poi
nt
emphasized by the Union and ref
lected i
nt
he PDF. Mr. Ellis acknowledged the need for
the Systems Analyst to creatively build solutions. He testi f
ied, however, that est
ablished

programming techniques a
nd principles a
re the very foundation upon wh
ich ereative
solutions to diverse problems are formulated. The evidence before me a
nd the PDF

support such conclusion.

I am satisf
ied that the Systems Analyst solves problems

through the interpretation of information "aceording to established techniques and
principles" or, in the la
nguage of the relevant definition, th
rough "recognized guidelines

nd/or methods to accomplish a desired outcome." To the extent that the grievor "goes
a
back to the procedures and theor
ies taught to Systems Analysts" as argued by the Union,

I am not convi
nced that he thereby seeks solutions to problems th
rough "the

interpretation and a
nalysis of in
formation" within the broader "generally accepted
principles" as def
i ned.

I have considered the Union's argument as well that the grievor is required to
work within a number of legislated deadlines. I am not convinced that a level 5 regular
n d recurring rating is wa
a
rranted on such ba
s is.

Taking into account the level 4 and level 5 factor definitions in their entirety, I mn
of the view that the regular a
nd recurring rating of t
h is faetor best f
i ts within the level 4

def
i nition. The College's rating of A
nalysis and Problem Solving at level 4, regular and
recurring a
n d level 5, occasional is conf
i rmed.

INDEPENDENCE OF ACTION

The College rated this factor at level 4, regular and recurring. The Union seeks a
rating of level 5, regula
ra
n d recurring.
The Manual defines level 4 Independence of Action as follows:

Position duties a
re completed according to specif
i c goals or objectives.
Decisions a
re made using industry practices a
nd/or departmental policies.
Level 5 Independence of Action is def
i ned a
s follows:

Position duties a
re completed according to broad goals or objectives.

Decisions are made using College policies.

The Notes to Raters distinguish between levels 4 a
n d 5 as follows:

Level 4 - the only parameters or constraints that a
re in place to guide the
position's decision-making are "industry practices" for the occupation
and/or departmental policies. The position has the autonomy to act within
hese bounda
t
ries and would only need to consult with the supervisor (or
others) on issues that were outside these pa
rameters.

Level 5 - the only parameters or constraints that are in place to guide the
position' s decision-making are College policies. The position has the
autonomy to act within these botmda
ries and would only need to consult
with the supervisor (or others) on issues that were outside these

pa
r ameters .

The parties agreed that the Systems Analyst functions with a high degree o f

independence. They differ as to the pa
rameters within which t
he position operates.
The Notes to Raters state that the fol lowing elements a
re to be considered when
rating this factor:

the types of decisions that the position makes

what aspects of the tasks a
re decided by the position on its own or
what is decided by, or in consultation with, someone else, such as the

supervisor

he rules, procedures, past practice and guidelines that are available to
t
provide guida
n ce and direction

The Union accepted that the Systems Analyst undertakes proje
cts of a def'med
scope. It argued, however, that the position is responsible for independently developi
ng
solutions "to f
it the objectives of the project which are within the strategic goals of the
College." It stated as follows i
n its brief:

Throughout t
he development process the incumbent must make de
cisions
about the applications (sic) ability to achieve the goals set out in the

project description. Ultimately, each of these applications may result in a
modified practices and procedures (sic) performed by numerous clients
nd stakeholders. The incumbent is presented with he (sic) challenges
a
within the scope of the project and must then deploy the resultant solutions
in a manner that meets the needs described .

While the Union acknowledged that there a
re a number of departmental policies
addressing "how to bring something to production," it took the position that the grievor

makes decisions within the a
rnbit of "the broader strategic goals of the college, using
industry practices within the spe
cifies of the project." According to the Union's brief,
"all components of the deployed solution below that of a direct policy change a
re within
he purview of the systems analyst." The Union stated t
t
hat although Mr. Ellis a
n d the

user sign of
f upon proj ect completion, how a project "rolls out" is for the Systems
nalyst to decide. It suggested that the grievor works within the College's "strategic
A
goals" and exh
i bits Independence of Action at level 5 .

The Un
i on referenced t
he Analysis and Problem Solving section of the PDF a
nd

noted that the grievor "is required to take the initiative in the creation of new standards,

policies, processes a
nd procedures." The grievor described his role with respect to the
College's Strategic Plan to improve services to students and his work on the pre
authorized payment of College suppliers pla
n . He testified that he designs solutions

which result ill t
he need for pol icy ehanges. The grievor gave evidence regardi
n g the
"negotiation" of solutions wit h system users. He acknowledged that if agrcement is not
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reached, he must fr
ed alternate solutions. The parties both accepted that the grievor does
not impose decisions but seeks agreement.

The College argued that the Systems Analyst is provided with specif
i c goals and

objectives through discussions with users. He typically makes decisions, in the College's
submission, based on industry practices a
nd departmental standa
rds, and must operate

withi
n such pa
rameters. According to Mr. Ellis, cha
nges in department
al pr
actice and
policy a
re depar
tmental decisions. If a solution proposed by the g
rievor is not in accord

with departmental policy, it does not "see t
he light of day." M
r. Ellis explained t
hat the
Systems A
nalyst ha
s full independence to create a solution, but that the f
inal sign of
f is
by the end user. To t
he extent t
hat issues requiring College policy decisions a
rise, these

are referred to the supervisor or to the executive stakeholder.

In tile College's

submission, all staf
f works wit
hin College objectives. The fact that the g
rievor does so
does not in itselfjustify a level 5 rating of this factor.

Having considered the pa
rties' positions, I am not convinced by the Union that

this factor should be rated at level 5, regular and recurring. The language of the PDF
construed in l ight of t
he evidence establishes that the Systems Analyst operates with a

high level of independence, and that the fulfi llment of proj ect requirements may require
h at the grievor "take the initiative in the creation of new standards, policies, processes
t
and procedures" as contemplated by the Analysis and Problem Solving section of the

PDF. It is clear in my view, however, that "position duties are completed according to
specif
i c goals or objectives" and not according to "broad goals a
nd objectives." Further,

it is clear fi'om the evidence a
nd from the PDF that the Systems Analyst makes decisions

"using industry practices and/or departmental policies" as defi ned a
nd not by using
Col lege pol icy. While t
h e Independence of Action section of the PDF clearly refl ects t hat
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the grievor "is empowered to be completely creative," this is "within the context of
departmental teamwork, objectives, and standards." The PDF further states that "full

creativity is required and given in identifying alter
n ate solutions . . . as long as the

Inctunbent's work meets department standa
rds." According to the PDF, College policy
decisions axe "typically referred to the Application Ma
nager or the executive
stakeholder. "

I am not convinced by the Union that this factor should be rated at level 5. The

College's rating ofIndependence ofAction at level 4, regula
ra
nd recurring is confmned.
SERVICE DELIVERY

The College rated this factor at level 3, regula
r and recurring. The Union seeks a
rating of level 4, regula
r and recurri
ng.
The releva
nt factor def
i nitions a
r e set out in the Manual as follows:

3 . Tailor service based on developing a full understanding of the
customer' s need s .

4 . Anticipate customer requirements and pro-actively deliver service.
The Moamal further defines a number of terms.

"Anticipate" is defined as follows:

Given advance thought, discussion or treatment to events, trends,

consequences or problems; to foresee and deal with i
n advance.

"Proaetive" is defined to mea
n "to act before a condition or event arises."

The dispute between t
he parties here is na
rrow in focus .

The parties agreed that the Systems A
nalyst requires a f
u ll understanding of
customer needs in order to deliver service. In the Union ' s submission, however, the

gfi evor must go beyond that a
nd must also anticipate customer requirements and pro
actively deliver service. Its position was set out i n its br
i ef as follows:
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However, when recognizing the broader implications of changes to a
highly complex database str
ucture, a
nd the accountability to ensure its

st
ability, the incumbent must review t
he implications of all of Iri s own and
ot
hers cha
nges a
nd proactively either protect or determine solutions to

hose implications. Any change to data input, storage or calculations can
t

have a ca
s cading ef
fect on the entire structure. This is highly pro-active in
nature. . . .

The grievor addressed a nu
mber of specifi c examples which the Union suggested
nticipation of customer requirements and proaetive delivery of service. The
demonstrate a
grievor commented on the need to address potential growth a
nd mai
ntenance of
applications. He addressed t
he need to ensure that the Point of Sale databa
s e does not

become too large, tie also spoke of the need to compact a dat
abase so as to maintain data

where a number of parties use applications in t
he academic schools. He described steps
taken to avoid a
nticipated problems with the Sta
ndard Workfiow Form application.
While the College did not dispute that such functions are performed by the

Systems Analyst, it challenged the Union's cha
racterization of such roles as anticipatory
or proactive. Where work is done to address pitfal ls with file Standard Workf
l ow Form

application, for example, the College suggested that this demonstrates reaction to a past
problem and not proactive service. To the extent that the Systems Analyst considers

future maintenance requirements, this simply refl ects his "full understa
nding" of
customer needs. In the College's submission, the grievor develops a thorough
understanding of customer needs and provides service on a
n essentially reactive basis.
The examples relied upon by the Union a
re, in the College's view, reflective of this.

The Notes to Raters are of assistance in addressing the parties' positions here and
are set out as follows :

Level 3 refers to the need to "tailor service." This met
als that in order for

h e position to provide the right type of service, he/she must ask questions
t

to develop an understanding of the customer' s situation . The customer' s
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request must be understood thoroughly. Based on this understanding, the

position is then able to customize the way the service is delivered or
substantially modify what is delivered so that it suits the customer's

particular circumst
a nces.

Level 4 means that the position designs services for others by obtaining a

full u
nderstanding of their current and f
uture needs. Th
i s information is

considered in a wider context, which is necessary in order for the position

to be able to structure ser
vice(s) that meet both the current st
ated needs

nd emerging needs. The position may envision ser
a
vice(s) before the

customer is aware of the need .

Having considered the PDF in light of the evidence adduced in these proceedings,
I am satisfied that the Systems Analyst not only tailors service ba
sed on developing a full

understanding of the customer's need, but indeed, also anticipates customer requirements
and proactively delivers service within the factor def
i nitions.

The PDF is clear that the Systems Analyst gives "caref
ul consideration to the

impact of the solution before taking action or making a decision" (p. 7). The Ser
vice
Delivery section of the PDF contemplates the "analysis of business processes to create

and maintain software applications," "forecasting challenges," a
nd the development of
"a
n understanding of needs of or potential needs of the users."

It is clear, in my view, that it is incumbent upon the Systems Analyst to give
adva
nce thought to consequences or problems mad to take appropriate action before a
condition or event arises. 1 accept that the grievor considers information in order to

structure services that meet both "current stated needs and emergi
ng needs," and that this
factor is properly rated at level 4, regular and recurring. I so order.
COMMUNICATION

The College rated this factor at level 3, regular and recurring a
nd level 4,

occasional. Tile Union seeks a rating of level 5, regular and reeurring, or alternatively,
level 4, regular and recurring and level 5, occasional .

' '
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This, in the College's submission, is properly reflected in a level 4, occasional rating.
The College argued that there is no basis upon which a level 5 rating is warranted here.

The PDF a
nd the evidence adduced in the hearing establishes, in my view, that the

grievor explains a
nd interprets information to secure understanding within the meaning of
h e level 3 factor defi
t
nition.

The Notes to Raters are of assistance and state in part a
s follows:

"Explai
n" a
nd "interpretation" in level 3 refers to the need to explain
matters by inter
preting policy or theory in such a way that it is f
ully

understood by others. The position must consider the communication
level/skill of t
he audience a
nd be sensitive to their abilities a
nd/or

limitations. At this level, if the excha
nge is of a technical nature, then
usually the audience is not fully conversant or knowledgeable about the

subject matter.

Level 4, on the other hand, addresses instruction or training in a formal setting as
addressed by the relevant defi nitions. The evidence is clear that the gri evor does not train
or instruct in such settings, and tile possibility that he may do so in the f
uture has no
bea
ring on present rating.

The parties both described the gri evor's role in eonmaunieating wit
h others in the

context of project work. It is clear from the evidence and from the PDF that system users
need to "buy into" solutions which the Systems Analyst proposes. The PDF describes

that the grievor discusses the scope of projects, the results, and the roles of team

members. The PDF also sets out as a daily or weekly example, the need for the grievor to
explain "the f
u ll impact of cha
nges" with "tact a
n d diplomacy." Wh
i le there is no

question that the Systems Analyst is required to communicate with interested parties
when engaged in project work, the Union was clear that th e frequency with which this
occurs varies. The Union argued t
hat the requisite communication is a "core f
u nction" for
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I am of the view that this factor is properly rated at level 3, regular and recurring
nd level 4, oee ional .
a
PHYSICAL EFFORT

The College rated th
i s factor at level 1 , regular a
nd recurring a
nd level 2,
occasional. The Union seeks a rating of level 2, reg
ula
r and recurring.

According to the Ma
nual, this factor measures "the degree and frequency of the

physical ef
fort required by the position. . . ." "Physical effort" accordi
ng to the Ma
nual
refers to "the physical strain a
nd fatigue caused by periods" of a munber of enumerated

physical activities including "continuous standing or sitting." The Manual provides that
"consideration is given to whether individuals in the position are able to move freely or
change posture or sta
n ce."
The releva
n t factor defmiti
n ns in the Manual read as follows:

1 . The position requires light physical effort.
2. The position requires moderate physical effort.

"Light" is defined in part as "able to adjust working position to min
imize physical
stress." "Moderate" is defi ned in part as "restricted ability to adjust working position for

longer periods of time (over 30 minutes) or sustaining awkward work positions (up to 30
minutes). "

The PDF includes as a "physical activity that is required on a regula
r basis" daily
"sitting for long periods of time" ill excess of two hours at a time, with ability to reduce
s train noted as "n/a. "

The Union a
rgued in its brief that the g
rievor "is required sit (sic) hunched over a

computer desk pouring over vast qua
ntities of data and analyzing highly complex
processes as represented on screen," with limited abi l ity to adj ust positions for extended
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per
i ods of more than two hours at a time on a daily basis. In the Union's submission, this

warra
nts a regular a
nd recurring rating at level 2. The College took the position in its

br
ief that there is "no evidence that the position performs the moderate physical ef
fort
indicated in level 2. No lif
ting, pushing, pulling or restricted movement is indicated.
Sitti
ng for periods of greater tha
n 2 hours has been recognized under the occasional
rating. "

The grievor testifi ed that the vast majority of h
is seven hour working day is spent

sitting. Wh
i le Mr. Ellis accepted that the grievor is required to concentrate for long
per
i ods of time, he disputed that the grievor is required to be "hunched over" a desk. He
suggested that the grievor is free to get up from his sit
ting position to stretch.

I am of the view that this factor should be rated at level 2, regula
r and recurring.

The PDF refl ects that sitting for periods in excess of t
wo hou
rs is required on a daily
basis. The grievor testifi ed that he finds it necessary in the performa
nc
e of his duties to

sit for the majority of the seven hou
rs of his working day. I am satisfied that the position
requit es moderate physical effort as defi ned, on a reg
ula
r and recun'ing basis.
I order that the College rate this factor at level 2, regula
r and recur
ring.
CONCLUSION

For all of the above reasons, the grieva
nce is allowed in pa
rt.

The College is ordered to amend the rating of the Service Delivery and Physical
Ef
fort factors as set out herein .

The Systems Analyst position is thus properly evaluated at 722 points, bringing it

within Payband K. The College is ordered to compensate the grievor at Payband K
retroactive to March 1 , 2007 ira accordance with the parties ' agreement.
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I retain jurisdiction i
n this matter to assist the parties in the implement
ation of this
award .

DATED at TORONTO th
i s 22nd day of February, 20 1 0.

Mary Lou Tims, Arbitrator

